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Foreword
The situation in relation to M&A activity and the insurance that helps protect those deals across continental
Europe is a complex one. There are huge variations from country to country in terms of M&A activity and
market size, insurance penetration, and claims, despite the legislative environments being quite similar.
The UK, Germany, and the Nordics lead the way in Europe in terms of M&A deals – and Warranty and
Indemnity insurance (“W&I,” also known as Representations and Warranties insurance). Outside those
countries, the other principal M&A markets are Benelux (mainly the Netherlands), France, Italy, Spain, and
Eastern Europe, but deal activity is very dependent on the prevailing economic situation in the country (and
foreign investors’ appetite to invest there). The above, together with the degree of sophistication of the M&A
players and the cultural perception of insurance also affects the experience in relation to W&I insurance,
types of deal taking place and local attitudes.
Although slow to start, the W&I insurance trend across Europe is definitely on the up and we expect to
see penetration increase over time. For example, France has traditionally been largely a domestic market,
meaning penetration of M&A insurance has grown steadily, but slowly. Southern countries have faced
a poorer economic situation in recent years, which has affected deal activity and potential for insurance
growth although signs are more positive, especially in Italy. Eastern countries have recently joined the rest
of the continent in increasing the use of W&I insurance. The buoyant market in real estate in Eastern Europe
sees a large number of deals, with an associated increase in awareness and interest in insurance cover —
although they are still lagging behind other more mature markets.
Despite the above mentioned differences, when it comes to claims, continental Europe follows the UK,
German, and Nordic trends in terms of the most common sources of claims against W&I insurance. That
situation is likely to continue, although the dramatic increase in real estate transactions could see the types
of claim change in the future. However, the cultural insurance differences between countries does make a
difference in continental Europe when it comes to the frequency of claims.
Our claims study provides ample evidence that W&I insurance has a key role to play in protecting companies
from the material risks inherent in the business of mergers and acquisitions. And across the continent, AIG’s
clients benefit from the experience and expertise of local M&A underwriting and claims teams, who work
extensively on W&I business in the region and understand the local laws and the nuances involved.
With the value of European M&A deals set to grow by another 33% by 2017, according to one leading law
firm, you can see why the use of W&I insurance in the region is also expected to grow.
We hope that our report will provide insights that can be fed into better risk management for everyone
involved in the M&A process, help educate dealmakers and raise the profile of W&I insurance.
Maria José Cruz
M&A EMEA Manager (excl. UK and Ger/Austria/Switz), AIG

Learning From Over Fifteen
Years of Experience

Once viewed as a novelty, Representations and Warranties
insurance (“R&W,” also known as Warranty and Indemnity
insurance) has now become a valuable and increasingly popular
tool that can help mergers and acquisitions progress more
smoothly. It offers both buyers and sellers a tailored solution
designed to cover breaches in representations and warranties
that are provided by sellers in the particular transaction. This
form of insurance can significantly reduce both parties’ inherent
risk in doing a transaction, and in turn, help to minimize the time
needed to reach an agreement and close the deal.

AIG has been assisting buyers and sellers
close over 2,000 deals globally since the late
1990s. The number of deals and the breadth
of the portfolio, spanning across geographies,
industries, and sectors, uniquely places AIG to
share insights into mergers and acquisitions based
on observations about the claims made on those
policies.

Despite the common PR rhetoric seen around the rationale for
a given deal being “obvious” or a “perfect fit,” the reality is that
any transaction of significant scale always contains unknowns
and unforeseeable risks. Despite conducting the best due
diligence, the unknowns remain until the dust settles long after
the deal is closed. R&W insurance provides a powerful tool
to help deal makers enter the turbulent waters of mergers and
acquisitions – with the confidence of knowing that they have
some protection against a wide range of losses resulting from
these unknown risks. The policies have been quite effective for
both private equity firms and strategic buyers and sellers. While
not the direct purchaser, leading law firms and investment banks
are also increasingly advising parties to purchase an R&W
insurance policy when structuring their deals.

The period reviewed in this report (policies written
by AIG between 2011 and 2014) represents
a significantly larger pool of transactions than
the period prior to 2011 given the growing use
of R&W policies on transactions over the past
five years. The results should not be considered
conclusive with respect to the broader context
of all private mergers and acquisitions, as the
percentage of deals insured by R&W policies is
still relatively small. Nevertheless, the snapshot
of R&W claims activity contained in this report
provides interesting insights to buyers, sellers, and
M&A advisers.

Common Forms of Breaches Reported
Individual R&W policies reflect the specifics of a given deal, but a look at the types of alleged breaches reported, based on
AIG global data from 2011-2014, include areas such as intellectual property, data, assets, accounts, contracts, property, and
litigation – to name just a few.
On a global basis, the most commonly alleged breaches were reported for financial statements, tax information, and contracts.
The U.S. had a slightly more diversified range of breaches reported, considering it was the only region to report alleged breaches
in the areas of intellectual property, data, and insurance. In Europe, the Middle East, and Africa (EMEA) and Asia Pacific, there
were significantly more accounts and alleged breaches of contracts than other categories.
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Frequency of Claims Varies With the Size of the Deal
As with any potential expense, a buyer or seller may question whether purchasing R&W insurance when doing a deal is worth it.
After all, what are the odds it will be needed? While the answer to that specific question will vary depending on the details of a
given transaction, AIG’s own claims data provides strong evidence that a significant number of transactions do run into problems
after the deal has closed.
According to the data,
approximately one in every
seven policies issued globally
reported a claim. The frequency
of claims varies by region, with
transactions in Asia Pacific
having the highest claims
frequency and EMEA the lowest
(18% vs. 11.4%). Interestingly,
however, the majority of the
largest losses came from EMEA.
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also varied by the size of the
deal covered, with deals at
either end of the spectrum being
somewhat riskier than those in
the middle. For example, only one in eight (about 13%) of deals between US$100 million and US$1 billion faced a claim. But
for deals smaller than US$100 million the frequency was slightly higher at 15% and for those greater than US$1 billion, the
percentage was higher still at one in five (19%).

Timing of Claims Reported

Although Trouble Generally Comes
Earlier Rather Than Later, the Risk Does
Not Go Away
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If difficulties are going to arise after inking a deal, they
usually do so fairly quickly. Specifically, more than half of all
global claims reviewed were reported within the first year
after a deal closed, and 74% were filed within the first 18
months. Even though the odds of having a claim decrease if a
transaction makes it through the first year and a half that does
not mean trouble cannot still be around the corner, however,
as 26% of claims were still reported 18 months or more after
the close of the transaction.
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Buyer-Side vs. Seller-Side Claims Worldwide

Both Buyers and Sellers Beware
An R&W policy covers breaches of the seller’s representations
and warranties to the buyer. The policy can be purchased by
either the buyer for its own loss arising from a seller’s breach
(innocent or otherwise), or the seller to cover claims brought
by the buyer for negligent or innocent breaches. While sellers
have only purchased about one-quarter of R&W policies
AIG has issued to date, they are more likely to report a claim
(19% vs. 13%). That said, policies purchased by buyers were
more likely to have a large loss as the majority of the top 15
largest claims reported during the review period belonged to
buyer-side policies.
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R&W Insurance in Action
Below are some specific examples of claims that can help provide a better understanding of how an R&W insurance policy
can respond to a breach. In all three of the examples, the possession of an R&W policy helped expedite the resolution of
unexpected difficulties following a transaction so that the parties could move on to focus on business rather than lengthy
negotiations and litigation.
Europe
One leading AIG-insured accountancy
and business advisory firm sold its UK
investment management business.
After closing the deal, the buyer
brought a claim against the seller for
alleged breaches of the warranties
regarding the financial statements of
the target, regulatory compliance, and
claims in respect of how certain funds
had been invested in the past. To help
bring the matter to a speedy resolution,
AIG provided cover to the insured
which enabled it to agree to the terms
of the settlement with the buyer. AIG
paid out a substantial sum in settlement
and expenses.

Asia Pacific
The buyer of an Australian company
in the financial services sector
purchased a buyer-side R&W policy.
After closing, the buyer subsequently
became aware that a counterparty
of the target company had been
submitting fraudulent invoices to the
target, resulting in millions of dollars
in payments. The buyer pursued legal
recourse against the counterparty, but
also made a claim under its R&W policy
for breach of the financial statement
and material contracts warranties. The
claim was resolved when AIG agreed
to pay the claim in full.

Mergers and Acquisitions
Are Here to Stay – With
Challenges
Global merger and acquisition activity is
on the rise and is expected to continue to
grow in 2016. This increased activity often
translates into heightened competition for
attractive assets. As the frenzy of dealmaking increases, R&W insurance will
continue to provide sophisticated buyers
and sellers with a competitive tool that
reduces risk and assists them in reaching
their transaction goals faster – and with far
fewer headaches.

U.S.
The buyer of a global business
purchased a buyer-side R&W
policy. More than two years after
the transaction closed, the company
received a subpoena from multiple
government authorities in connection
with a multi-national investigation
into anti-competitive behavior in their
industry, with allegations that employees
of the company engaged in price fixing
for a period that began before the
transaction closed. The company was
subsequently investigated by multiple
other countries and also sued in a civil
antitrust action. The actions constituted
a breach of the seller’s representation
that the business complied with all laws,
and as such were covered by the R&W
policy. While certain criminal fines were
not covered by the policy, AIG ultimately
paid out a significant amount to cover
other loss of the buyer.

About AIG – Unparalleled Experience and
Expertise
R&W claims can be complex, incorporating difficult issues as diverse as
the scope of the warranties insured. When you are facing a significantly
large loss on a transaction, you do not want your insurance claims
handler learning about how a deal works for the first time. AIG has
assembled a global network of claims professionals to manage and
resolve these types of claims. Made up of experienced professionals
located in strategic offices throughout North America, Europe, and Asia
Pacific, claims handlers work in partnership with the underwriting team.
AIG insureds benefit from dealing with knowledgeable claims handlers
who understand the complex nature of R&W claims and can focus on
the key issues and bring them to resolution as quickly as possible.

The scenarios described herein are offered only as examples. Coverage depends on the actual facts of each case and the terms, conditions and exclusions of each individual policy. Anyone interested in the
above product(s) should request a copy of the policy itself for a description of the scope and limitations of coverage.
American International Group, Inc. (AIG) is a leading global insurance organization serving customers in more than 100 countries and jurisdictions. AIG companies serve commercial, institutional, and individual
customers through one of the most extensive worldwide property-casualty networks of any insurer. In addition, AIG companies are leading providers of life insurance and retirement services in the United States. AIG
common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange and the Tokyo Stock Exchange.
Additional information about AIG can be found at www.aig.com | YouTube: www.youtube.com/aig | Twitter: @AIGemea | LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/aig
In Europe, the principal insurance provider is AIG Europe Limited which is registered in England: company number 1486260. Registered address: The AIG Building, 58 Fenchurch Street, London EC3M 4AB. AIG
Europe Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority (FRN number 202628). This information can be checked
by visiting the FS Register (www.fsa.gov.uk/register/home.do).
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